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DSSG ARGUES ELECTION COST
by Wendy Gertler
With the Day Session Student
Government's

PHOTO BY FRANK KUClJA

Dean Florence Siegel

by Joe Perez

STUDE TS FIGHT
HIKE

On Tuesday, March 24th,
students of the St~te and City
Universities rallied at the State
Capitol, in Albany, to protest the
proposed budget cuts and tuition
increases. Also present at the
rally, which took place outside
the Governor's office, were
members of the New York State
Senate and Assembly, faculty
members from State Universities,
were also on hand to voice their
opposition tot he Governor's
proposed budget.
Governor Carey's 1981-82
Executive Budget calls for cutbacks in Faculty and nonteaching positions, including
student service positions. Furthermore, the budget fails to
recognize the for improved

laboratory equipment, library
books; and computer systems.
The budget also has a proposed
$400,000 cutback in CAP tuition
waivers for part-time students at

a tuition icnrease. He stated
"there is no need for an increase

for

tis

"extreme

in-

sensitivity to the needs of the
CUNY Students."
Mr. Marchant also condem ned
the SUNY Board of Trustees for
"Selling out" their students. This
was in reference to the $150

government. "

said

becomes."

This may or may not be the
answer. As it stands now, there
are many students who feel as
Russell Marshall, an upper
freshman, does: "I don't know
any of the people who are running, and I'm not familiar with
the system. If someone could
show me that he or she is really
doing something, then I would
vote;"

education.

portant construction
renovation projects.

budget

student

Stanley
Abraham,
council
member, continuing, "I think
that the Association acted in poor
faith."
While this problem is being
addressed, planning for the
election continues, which is
scheduled for Thursday, May 5
and Friday, May 6. The two
prominent parties this spring are
USA and UNITY. All prospective
candidates are completing their
declaration of candidacy forms
now. When their candidacies are
made official, through the Dean
of Students office, campaigning
will begin.
"Word of mouth is the best
way to campaign," I said Dr.
Florence Siegel, Dean of
Students. She continued, "If each
candidate would reach out to five
or ten students, the tumour on
election days would be greater.
The greater the turnout, the more
represented the government

recommended. New York State
currently has the highest tuition
rates in the nation for public
Assemblymen John Flannigan
(Rep.) also voiced his objection to

Garth Marchant, Chairperson
of the United Student Senate
(USS), and one of the major
speakers at the rally, attacked the

coming

tuition increase which the Board's
Executive committee recently

New York Technical and the
College of Staten Island. The
budget would also reject Imand

election

up, on May 5 and 6, DSSG
members are faced with two
problems: Poor voter turnout and
lack of student involvement is one
chronic symptom, but the
question of who should pay for
student government elections is
first being addressed this year.
The DSSG Constitution states,
"All costs incurred shall be borne
by the Baruch College
Association Inc. through the
Senate Elections Committee."
This procedure has been in
practice for the past few years,
but is now being questioned by
the Association's Board of
Directors and other school officials.
. "Do .the DSSG and student.
'·_ave.therigbt to pass the buck to
someone else to pay the bill for
the elections?" asked Mark
Rosenbaum, chairman of the
·SEC. He also said, "The Board
doesn't want to pick up the tab
anymore, bur it's in the Constitution, so does it (pay for the
election)? "
The original allocation from
the Board of Directors to the
DSSG for the election was $5,000.
On May 18, the Board passed a
resolution to provide the additional $1,595 needed to conduct
the election, under the condition
that the Senate review the entire
situation, according to Dean
Ronald Aaron.

"The Board under-budgeted
with the intention that the Costs
eventually be passed on to the

since everything is going well for
the state government. For this
fiscal year the state will have
taken in 1.5 billion dollars in
income and sales taxes."
Assemblyman Flannigan feels
that some of these funds can be
used in place of an increa·se. He
also believes that they have the
necessary number of votes to
amend the budget and make the
necessary appropriation.
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A -Time for Killing?
These are some of the more popular names in recent history. They are the names of people
and things, and they say something about the times we live in. When you think of John F.
Kennedy, you are sure to think of Lee Harvey Oswald. The mention of his brother, Bobby, is
sure to bring to mind the name of his assassin, Sirhan'Sirhan. The same goes for the mention
of Martin Luther King, the man who yearned to teach a generation of Americans the true.
meaning of peace. James Earl Ray will always have a share of his glory.
Then there are the more recent names. After a while, we didn't even need a person in order
to identify our killers. The ".44· caliber killer" and the type of gun he used, the "Charter
Arms Bulldog," made the press long before the name of David Berkowitz got into print. But
the name of Mark David Chapman did make the papers, right alongside the name of his
. ; .
victim, John Lennon.
The national horror of an attempted presidential assassination which left four people,
including the president, seriously wounded, pales when it is seen in the conte~t of what this.
country has become. Weare a nation where violent crime has become common place, no
longer an outrage but a simple by-product of modern life.
Richard Reeves said in the New York Daily News that in November of 1963, we lost our
innocence, in March of 1981, we lost ourself respect. It has gone too far.
It takes something like this to wake some people, or most people. They reacted with the
same horror that they would feel if it had been a close friend or relative who had been shot
down on the street. Whether we liked the man's politics or not, the possibility of his
assassination was a distant nightmare that wouldn't really happen, wouldn't it? What would
that say about our country?
Well, it has happened, and whatever it says about our country has been broadcast loudly
and clearly to the rest of the world. The message to ourselves will take a little more time to
sink in, as usual.
There is a sense of cynical resignation to the "ways or-the world" evident in the nation
now. People look at disasters and violence without batting an eye and shrug, "Tough break,
but that's the way it goes." The news of an assassination attempt affects them more than the
news of a "common murder" only because of who the victim is.
This is the attitude that has to change. People must care more about their fellow man. If it
sounds like a sermon, it's probably because all the sermons are true, and bear repeating. The
killing has to end, and it's up to every one of us to do whatever he or she can about halting it.

Dollars and Sense Debuts
Congratulations are in order on the event of the publication of one of Baruch's most
prestigious and worthwhile journalistic endeavors. It is the Baruch College Business Review,
Dollars and Sense.
The magazine, which is the production of the Fall semester. class of Business and Financial
Writing (English 3200), contains straightforward, well-researched, and insightful articles on

subjects as diverse as the recording industry and cults, all seen from a business angle. A look
through it will certainly prove to be both entertaining and rewarding for anyone, student or
business-person.
In a time when the school has come under criticism from many students for being too'
splintered among its various parts, Dollars and Sense is a wonder of cooperation. A budget
of $1,250 was put up by the school for the venture, and the editor in chief, Professor Roslyn
Bernstein, said that she received complete assistance from school president Joel Segall, and
from art consultant Virginia Smith.
The result was the mostimpressive Dollars and Sense in the magazine's three issue history.
1,500 copies were printed and many were mailed to prominent members of the business
world. All in all, it was quite an accomplishment, and quite an addition to the academic and
business plaudits of Baruch.
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FREEDOM OF CHOICE
starvation. Corporate interests in
by Marla H •. Katz
According to the article I read fact, . have always made
in the Village Voice, .Dr. Antonio population-centro! programs
Silva who was formerly the accompanied by sterilization
Assistant Secretary of Health in drives, the cornerstone of their
Puerto Rico will now be heading efforts to combat poverty and
up the Department of Obstetrics hunger throughout the Third
and Gynecology at Lincoln World.
In November, 1973, shortly
Hospital. So what? Everyday we
read the papers and hear about before Silva was elevated to
people moving from one position Puerto Rico's health ministry, a
to another. Why be interested in special government committee
this man and his coming to New issued a· confidential report
outlining options for controlling
York?
Dr. Silva brings with him a very population growth. The report's
disturbing background. He served title was Opportunities for
three years as Secretary of Health Employment, Education, and
in Puerto Rico and headed up a Training, but nearly half of it was
sterilization program there. devoted to plans aimed at reducCiting a N.Y. Times article on ing the growth of the working secNov. 4, 1974, it states that Dr. tor, of th.e island's population.
One third of Puerto Rico's
Silva designed tile program to
promote "optimum
socio- women of child-bearing age had
economic balance" and that of all already been sterilized. The report
birth control methods. economics advocated the use of maternal
clearly favors sterilization. and child health programs as a
Though there is yet no sign of a "natural means" to attract the
sterilization boom in the South potential clientele of women who
Bronx, whose population is were still fertile.
The report added, those who
mostly Hispanic, tile figures for
N.Y.C. in recent years already suffer most from a condition of
show that more than 90% of excess population are the groups
sterilization occur among poor with the least income and smallest
education. The next year Silva
black and latin women.
Population control programs. was brought in to implement the
have been promoted on theisland 1973 report's recommendations
for decades as a solutiori for within less than a year, he had set
unemployment, poverty, and
continued on page 9, col. J

SECURITY AGAIN
To the Editor, Ticker:
It seems to me that few people
here at Baruch can disagree with
the fact that security at our
several buildings leaves a great
deal to be desired. It therefore
follows that anyone of a number.
of recent incidents here should
have created more than enough
impetus for drastic changes. Such
is not the case. Indeed, there is a
curious and disturbing apathy on
the part of the student body and
an even more upsetting lack of
action on the part of the administration. Everybody that I
have talked to i'n the administration
agrees
that
something had to be done, but
every reasonable suggestion is met
with five reasons for further
delay. Let me give you some
specifics about a particular
situation that should have
generated some action, but which,
as of today, has simply met a
stone wall of resistance at every
level of its discussion.
On January 9, 1981 a member
of the Department of Natural
Sciences was held up by three men.
with a gun. They took cash and
jewelry. They ripped out the
telephone and they sprayed his
eyes with mace when they left.

The Dean of Students, Dr. Ron
Aarom, refers to this incident (in
a Ticker article) as "an alleged
assault on : a member of the
faculty . . . a couple of weeks
ago." '~Alleged" is a curious
word for Dr. Aaron to have used
about an incident he clearly
knows did happen and the phrase
"a couple of weeks ago" is an
extremely conservative estimate
of an incident now eight weeks
gone.
A more curious phrase by Dr.
Aaron appears in an article in
your 3/6/81 issue. The sentence
reads, "Except for robbery
'nothing more serious happened.' " Strictly speaking the
statement is accurate, but it
neglects to consider that several
members of the department were
meeting in a room not 50 yards
from where the robbery was
happening and anyone of these
staff members could have been
shot had they walked into the
room.
Ten days after the incident I
inquired about the contemplated .
.security changes and was told tnar
a cost feasibility study was. being
done. Twenty days later I again
inquired and was referred to ~
continued on page 9, col. 1
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MAKING HELPLINE WORK
by Veronica Szanto
Being a major force behind the
tremendous growth of. one of
Baruch's
Iar ge st
student
organizations is not a claim many
people can make. Mr. Joe
Duggan, a coordinator for
Baruch's Helpline, can, however,
justly make that claim.
- Mr. Duggan came to Baruch
five years ago on a federal grant
with which the college was able to
hire tutors. Mr. Duggan, who has
a Master) Degree in Psychology,
was to have tutored psychology
and statistics. Since there were an
additional 60 tutors hired by
Baruch, each tutor had the opportunity to work more or less
wherever he wanted.
The counseling office and the
office of freshman orientation
expressed a desire to start some
kind of student organization that
required a great deal of supervision. Mr. Duggan's objective
was to provide students with a
sort of outreach program. And
so, Helpline was created.
When Mr. Duggan -was asked
what new projects Helpline was
planning for this term, he replied,
"We have one major new project
for this term that we're trying to
get together and that is to try and
reach out a little bit better to
transfer students, who we feel are
a population of this school who
perhaps don't get as much help asother students."
Mr. Duggan stated that
Helpline's
most
important
function was "tlte -fact thatthere
are students there at any time of
the-day from9in themormng te-s
o'clock at night which means they
can help day, evening, and
graduate students, and no matter
what the problem is they're

.

willing to deal with it and wrestle
supervision they need to grow
.
with it~ with the student, and to - better.
help the student come to a better
When asked if'. Helpline has a
understanding of himself and of
shortage of students, Mr. Duggan
the probelm, - There is always
answered, "No, not at all. We-someone there and if he can't help
have a glut of students who want
you he'll refer you to someone
to volunteer. I think it's an
who can. "
_ example -of the fact that, the
Helpline is located in room 516
student who comes to Baruch is
in the 26th St. building behind the
sometimes tagged - as the irnschool' s cafeteria. Its services
personal- business student 'wbo~
involve both personal peer
just wants to get through his 4
counseling and counseling over
years of college and go out and
the telephone. Helpline meets
get a job and doesn't care about
during dub hours on Thursdays.
anybody else.. which is so far from
Each Helpline member has to
the case as far as Helpline is
go through an initial screening
concerned. We have over 100
process with a member of the
students working on Helpline and
counseling office to determine his
each term we have over 50 who
motivation for joining Helpline.
want to volunteer and go through
Then there is an 8 week training
the training. It's amazing how
program where role-playing the
many students want to volunteer
problems that come up in
and reach out. "
Helpline is practiced. There is an
Mr. Duggan's plans for himself
evaluation phase where audioinvolve obtaining a doctorate in
counseling psychology. However,
visual feedback is used to show
the student-trainee how he is
Mr. Duggan so enjoys working on
coming across. Listening skills
Helpline that _he also plans to
especially are stressed to show the
continue working on Helpline to
student-trainee whether or not he
help reach. other students and help
has built up the ability to really
them grow.
listen to the student and deal with
Helpline"s funding comes
him. After the evaluation phase,
basically from the office of
the student works 2-and-a-half student activities, and the student
hours a week on Helpline.
center program board who are in
"We really would like to
charge of student funds and the
consider the fact that Helpline is
student activities fee. As Mr.
almost an independent student
Duggan stated, "We're able to
organization, fully trained ans
obtain our funds from that office
supervised by professionals here
because of our close association
from orientation and counseling,
with Mr. Carl Aylrnan and his
The more students can do on their
staff. They've been able to help-us
. MI'~ Joe Dugan: Coordinator of IlELPLINE
own, the more - they call grow _- in numerous ways and be a back
them-selves and help other
up as far as supervision goes,
Helpline r~i~es-mo~gh-funding- thec~t biadcon-pr-ofesSi~staff.
_
students." -So--they -continuaUy- 'hefping-with-our- students; "tIkiJlg-'-'-are detDOI)suar= ill Iris iespODSe. ~·'·--ff":tftat·fandi!1Sis ra~...".fIft6 ~.-_.~~--.~-.~_
wrestle with the problems or- on some of ourstudentproblems
"At this -trIricf'"'-Ye'Jiave~eri(iugh thos-e' staff members ~are 'gone,
- --.~..::
dealing with each other and and providing us with the money
funding. We, of course, are very
Helpline itself would be in
dealing with students and we try we need to run the program. "
concerned about the cut back on
jeopardv,'
continued on pg. 9, col. 1
to provide them with the
Mr. Duggan's views on whether
funds for student activities and
U

PROGRESSIVE
PROSPECTIVES

ticket to the good life.
Based on this though are the
millions of people who take on
careers in activities they don't
even like because "the money is
good." For example, the accounting majors of Baruch who
hate math, but deal with it for
byCraigAJlman
their lust of getting a good job..
Money, a concept considered his own friends and family for
The guy who is 6'8" but hates
by most everyone to be the most money; and committed suicide
basketball, yet he plays for that
meaningful in the world: It IS the because of his loss of money.
pro-caliber cash. The pretty girls
measurement by which we scale Important as it may be, it is
who have good minds, but instead
our lives necessities, luxuries, and ridiculous for a human life to be
show their good bodies because
achievements. It is also the motive lost for fifty cents.
it's "easy money." The love of
for violence rivaled only by love.
Necessary, yes there is nothing
money has become so strong ,that
One might wonder how this more necessary than money. On
it no longer matters what you do
medium of exchange. becam-e the the dollar bill there is a pciture of
to get some ' as long as you
ending goal for so many actions. a pyramid named by some as the _ acquire it.
Sure, we all should know that to "Pinnacle of Power."- It consists
This is all " udnerstandable
get something you must have of two larger, lower levels of
because of the money hungry
something, yet it is kind of silly to stone denoting the lower and
society in which we live, but does
think of a sophisticated society middle economic classes. The
the end really justify the means?
like ours being so enthralled by a peak is an abstract of a human
Some people talk about heaven on
piece of paper. Although its use is eye, symbolizing the elite society ~
earth: Well, if such a thought is
well defined, we always see it as These people (made up of 10070 of
possible, it could be found;
something more ultimate. Money _ the American population), hold
through making money doing
may be defined as our slave, but it control of htiscountry's: Health
things you really WANT to do.
acts like our master.
(can afford the best doctors);
This presents a problem because
Money's power was born when- wealthc Iown vthe majority of
many don'tknow what they want
the priceless idea of exchange was available resources); intelligence
to do. 'Well here's a suggestion: sit
discovered. In time it evolved into (can afford the best in education
down "and think about what it is
_a symbolic piece of paper ~ rather offered); and power (the influence
your nature and desire to do. This •
than what it symbolized back in they carry through their financial
may sound abstract but its efthe . days _of the barter system. strength). People with such
fectiveness will become evident
when you start -facing facts with
Through the course of its ages capacities have others entwined in
man has: gone through hell and envy for them, because 'Uthe
yourself. The possibilities are
high water for money; betrayed Almighty buck" is seen as the
continued on pg. 9, col. 3
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Rap Sessions
Planned for Spring
-- of Student
The Department
Personnel Services would like you
to be aware of the Spring Rap
Sessions in which students will
have the opportunity to meet with
members of the faculty and
administration as well as alumni
who have volunteered to serve as
hosts in their homes.
The meetings,.... which are now
being scheduled for one evening a
-week during parts of April and
M~,
will focus upon the
discussion of a topic of concern to
the Baruch community. These
discussions will take place during
a meal to provide for an informal
setting in which students can
interact with various groups in the
university community.
While many of the studetns
who attend these sessions will be
from the leadership of the student
government, academic and ethnic
clubs, athletic teams and the
media, it is hoped - that all
studetns, whether affiliated with
an -organization or not, will
participate and be represented.
Several of the meetings .will be

held outside of Manhattan so that
we will also have a geographic
balance.
In
this
case,
arrangements will be made for
reimbursement of travel expenses..
The initial response of the
faculty and administration has
been very encouraging although
members of the School of Liberal
Arts have evidenced the most
enthusiasm and willingness to
participate in the program.
The topics suggested for
discussion have also been warmly
received. These subjects range
from discussions of business and
morality and the utility of tlie business degree to perceptions of '
the Baruch student, the value of
liberal arts, _teaching ef.fectiveness, the Baruch environment,
and student ex. .
pectations vs. the reality they
encounter.
For additional information or
to make arrangements to attend
one of the sessions, please call Dr.
Kirschner in the Dean of Students
Office at your earliest convenience.
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How do you feel about the idea of a party? If you can't
stand them, don't waste your time on this invitation.
Because the party we're throwing has all the
possibilities of reaching super proportions.
_
We've got all the' right ingredients: good people, good
music and good, cold adult beverages of you r choice. And
we've got a great
place to celebrate.

A Uttle Bit About What You can Expect From "'••au
• ~ ...dl..
.nd Freeport.

'''.nd

If you've never had the opportunity to visit the Bahamas before,
don't let this one pass you by. There are reasons why the islands
have attracted visitors for the last few hundred years, including
18th century tour groups consisting mostly of pirates.
Among the attractions:
The Best
Weather. Average
,The Bahamas College
·Week is going to be
temperature is 70°
the best
Farenheit. The best
opportunity you'll have
beaches. Paradise
(before summer
Island could easny be
vacation) to bask in
one of the world's most
the sun and howl at
beautiful. Freeport too!
the moon, both in the
The best
company of people
hangouts. Old forts
and buildings,
who relate to the party
modern night spots,
philosophy.
lively markets and
Now, the tact
good restaurants.
that you'll be with a
The best
group of people .
accommodations for
doesn't mean you're
the money. These
headed for a "tour".
people are wonderful
This effort is going to
be incredibly inexpensive but it's not a "package" type package- hosts. Your hotel will have considerable charm and comfort.
Everything's included as far as airfare and hotel are concerned,
And the best people. Bahamians depend on visitors for
therr livelihood. So, even though they're friendly to begin with,
but at" no time will anybody push you into a planned event or
blow a whistle and pack you onto a museum-bound bus. We'll
they'll make an extra effort to shake the hand that feeds them.
All things consrdered. there's one way you're not going to have
give you the itinerary, just for the record, but after the "Get
Acquainted party" You're invited to Improvise. O.K?
a really good nrne
Stay home.
On with it.
TRIP INCLUDES: Round-trip airfare, 7
nights hotel accommodations (based on
E8r1y Sellout Llke'y
quad occupancy), taxes & tips. Double
Itinerary
BOOK NOWI
and triple accommodations also available.
DAY #1
GET-ACQUAINTED PARTY-featunng live band It will be an opportun501 Maolson Avenue New York N Y 10022 I
1212) 355-4705 (800) 223-0694
ity to meet one another and get acquainted With the Island.

r--.--------------------,

DAY #2
SIGHTSEEING & SHOPPING TOUR - Ha!f day Sightseeing tour of
Freeport or Nassau inclUding the "FLYING COUNTDOWN CARD"
entitling you to special reductions and concessions at shops and
stores, restaurants, nightclubs, exhibitions, sports, etc. Complete
booklet of discounts will be given with the Card.
DAY #3
MOONLIGHT CRUISE wittl open bar in Freeport; Famous CATAMARAN CRUISE, In Nassau.
DAY #4
L1rvl1BO PARTY-Student contests with pnzes to the winners
DAY #5
ATHLETIC COMPETITION-A day of competition in tennis. track and
field, and other sports.
DAY #6
FAREWELL COCKTAIL PARTY-With "the first beer on the house."
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(Resetvatlons Only)

INfER COlLEGIATE HOliDAYS INC,

I

501 MadIson f.ve. New York NY 10022

I
I
o Feb 28-Mar 07
o Mar 28-Apr 04
0 Apr 25-May 02
n Mar 07-Mar 14
o Apr 04-Apr 11
0 May 02-May 09 I
. 0 Apr 11-Apr 18·
0 May 09-May 16 I
o Mar 14-Mar 21
- 0 Mar 21 -Mar 28
o Apr 18-Apr 25
e May 16-May 23
Addlllonal summer departures I
-$50 Holiday Supplement
also available
I
Check One
o
AJrtghtl Sound. Good. I " checked . . . . . .
e F port
I • .,110 party encl.nckMe m, '50 depoell.
I
o
8'1 ($70 eddillonel)
o Send 8ddltlonallnfonM.On.
I
Name
I
Address
-'-_
c«,
State
ZiP _
I
TelePhone
I
I PrIce
ondepertu... frGIft New York PhI.................burglL IIoaton end
I
ION
:
.
.
J
••'....
L
Bah...... College Week

$299

~<

$211

---------.---------------
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·PROF. AXELROD SPEAKS
ON BUSINESS AND.
ENTERTAINMENT

\

by Peter Tripi and Oliva George
Prof. Axelrod believes that while with one of the best Business
On March 19, The Baruch' it is important to "understand Schools in the country having the
Music Club proudly presented
and stay abreast. of the dynamics strongest Management and
Professor Elliott Axelrod as its
of the buinsess as it is today," it is Marketing
Departments
guest speaker. Before enteihlg
also "imperative to draw upon anywhere.
private practice, Prof. Axelrod in . the experience and history of
It was also poin ted out by Prof.
the early 70's, was an attorney
yesterday'? and that a good. Axelrod that Baruch College has
and agent for the William Morris . marketing idea may prevail over the largest and most extensive
Agency, one of the world's
the years. As an example of this undergraduate Law Department
leading theatrical agencies. He is
he pointed out the concept of of any school in the country,
now a full-time member of the
launching a recording career for offering some 14 different, law
Law Department, and a legal
an' artist through the 'vehicle of a courses.. He stressed that .Baruch
consultant in his field.
weekly television series. This was students would be well advised to
Prof. Axelrod spoke of the
successfully done for Rick Nelson take as many law courses as
"wealth of opportunity"· in the
via "The O:f.zie and Harriet possible because "all creative
entertainment industry
for
Show" in the 50~s, David Cassidy . deal-making,
contract
Baruch graduates. He pointed out
via "The Partridge Family" in negotiations
and
business
the need for "professional
the 60's, and David Soul via transactions, require a clear
managers" in the field, saying
"Starsky and Hutch" in the -ro's.
understanding' of the. legal
that too many managers are
Prof. Axelrod said that framework involved." He said
merely former performers who
professional management not· that over 95070 of all Broadway
may be able to find "gigs" for
only relates to individuals but also and Off-Broadway shows are
their clients but know little about
to management of artistic financed through .Limited Part"professional career developproperties such as "the ex- nerships which are studied in Law
ment. " One of the main obploitation and turning to profit of 3102 along with the subjects of
jectives of career development
subsidiary rights in plays, in- Agency, General Partnerships
according to Prof. Axelrod: is to
cluding motion picture and and Corporations, a very im"obtain longevity for one's
television rights, cast albums, portant course. Prof. Axelrod
D
clients in a highly competitive and
'foreign language rights.. stock and indicated that together with other
ever changing environment." He . amateur rights, merchandising, relevant and important courses
emphasized
that
financial
sequels and revivals. "
already offered by the Law
management and investment and
He also said that the "winning Department, he is' developing a
tax advice are also extremely
combination" for success for a new course In "Entertainment
important.
-Baruch graduate entering the Law." r
Through his work with .such
entertainment industry is an
Those who attended the
successful people, acts, and shows
academic mix of both artistic and discussion profited greatly and
as Diana Ross and the Supremes,
business courses. Hestressed how were most appreciative of Prof.
·the Spinners, John' Denver,
fortunate Baruch students wereto. Axelrod's very informative talk
Edward Albee, Ira Levin, The
have. a first-rate Music Depart- and question-answering session
Kraft Music HaU,.One Life to
ment and exceltenr exposure to which fottowed; '
Live, "Raisin;" and '~Eubie,H
the other liberal arts, together

IF SEX IS NEXT
woman, ladies should keep their
by Craig Allman
confidence in speaking to the men
Spring is rolling around and
they desire, because it might be
love is in the air, or rather people
the best way for them to get what
are in heat. Some say that sex has
they want instead of awaiting
lost its meaning in terms of love,
someone to make them their
that its primary functions are now
selection (but take some martial
better seen in the categories of
arts classes and a razor just in
leisurely pastime or exercise. Not
case). As for the men, keep your
to say that sex is not still one of
head, if they day is not ashamed
the greatest forms of giving
to
get -in the driver's seat, then
between two people, or that it is
relax and let her take you for a
now something cheap and dirty,
ride.
but many people are surprised at
Men (shy)
today's reasons for its activity
On the other hand; if a man
and its inactivity. This is because
does
not speak, or in speaking,
of our society's categorizing of
never propositions a woman to a
the actions of both genders, and it
sexual relationship, he may be
is wise to be aware of them when
labeled as" impudent; stuck up,
meeting someone in which you
gay, or as the possessor of some
are interested. Examples to
other social disease. This is not
illustrate:
fair at all. True, there is some
Women (shy)
reason for him not trying, and it
I once asked a young lady from
might just be that he never knew
Baruch that if whe was a man she
the woman was interested. It-she
was attracted to, would she speak
really wants him, she would tell
to' him. She said, "No." She
him
exactly how s-he feels,
claimed he might betoo presumpbecause beating around the bush
tuous about 'her approach. It is
don't make the grade. -However,
obvious wily she would feel
men -should be aware of the reacthis way. In some cases, her
tions they get in their relations
approach may well have been an
with
women; it is not conceited to
invitation to rape. Yet, there is
think a.woman likes you.
also the fact that an intelligent
Women (aggressive)
woman has enough judgment (if
In' speaking to a woman about
not knowing from past experience) to decide whether or not 'getting on intimate terms with
each other, she said that we would
she feels' the man
be trusted
.
have to get to know each other
enough to talk to him. In any
better, by me taking her out. So I
case, with the age of the liberated

can

_ _;............:....o-_ _

--.:._.~

asked her if she was a prostitute.
As she sat there stunned, I
continued by saying that I'm not
cheap, but I'm not Rockefeller
neither. Getting better acquainted
is great, but why must it be at my
expense? I f we are two people
who are interested in each other,
then our meeting should be a
combined effort. If I offer (not
that she can't offer as well) that's
one thing, but if the funds aren't
really there on ei ther side then
what is wrong with chipping into
making our time a success?
Men (aggressive)
As women now strain into their
tightest jeans and see-through
blouses (which on the right form
can make the coolest male become
beastly), men will be constantly
on the corner crooning them
compliments. This every year (in
fact every day) epidemic has put
men in a bad position. Now when
a man speaks to a woman in
passing, she's got him pegged for
the perfect pervert, Of course,
this. is .an exaggeration, for not
every man speaks in disrespect for
a woman, and even when some
do, it shouldn't blindly dull a
woman's feelings' for all men.
However, some men do talk at
women with their draws at their
knees, telling them what they got,
what they want, then, when,
where, and how they can get it on.
continwd on pg. 9, col. 3
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There will be a

DEBATE

of' Presidential Candidates
in Room 114
of the 24th St. Building

- - - -..- - •.. - ._-- ..•... - - - - . - .

on
Wednesday, April 15th
from 2:30 - 4:00 p.m.
.'
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Baruch College Committee on the Disable-d
& The Office of Student Activities
in recognition of the
International Year for the Disabled
presents
3 special screenings
of
"
FORT
LAUDERDALE

MIAMI
BEACH

DAYTONA
BEACH

$119.

$99.
at
"'.00

S99.

All ,.t.$ inc/ud. lodging
All ,.t•••,. subject to.

She hurt when he hurt. She changed as he changed.
She fell in love with him ashe fell in love with her.
.But she was still another man's reason
for coming ~ome~,",..\

OPTIONAl; _
Tran5POf1aliC)n to Miami
Ft. laude-cia'. and
Daytona is .aitabl.

$79.00

delu•• OCHn lront hote'•.
la. and
c".~.

•

..,-,ic.

APRIL 11-1'
APRIL 11-25

ROUlIdTrtp

,,,,'}~t8;~.

FOR DETAfLED BROCHURE CHECK YOUR COLLEGE BULLETI N BOARDS OR CONTACT:
CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS
26 COURT STREET
BROOKLYN. N.V: 11242
(212) 834-967()

~-OPENHOUSE,··"""'"
Wednesday,April8 5:30-7:30 PM
Biltmore Hotel, Madison at 43rd Street

THE

CPA

....::. ..

A

JEROME HELLMAN Production
A HAL ASHBY Film

Jane Fonda
JonVoight .Bruce Oem
~l:ODIi..gHome"
MONDAY~

MAv
TUESDAY~
MAy
WEDNESDAY~ MAy
ROOM 114 - 155

,"

4TH
5TH
6TH
EAST

1
1
7

PM
PM
PM

24TH STREET

EX

"What every serious accounting
major should know. '
.\ prcscm at ion bv Martin A. ~liller. CPA
and t he nut ional hcadquart crs of
Miller Comprehensive CPA Review, Inc.
Free hooks. rcfrcshmcnt s , and the chance to win
free tuition to 4 Miller Scrnmar (worth ~575).

SPECIAL GlJEST SPEAKER
~lr.

Marion Poscv, Xat ional Director of Tax
Recruitnlent. Touche Ross & Co .. Xcw York, will
speak on ""I Iow to prepare a reSU111e and interview
snccessfully f()r your first joh in public accounting." /

RSVP Required.
Call collect today:
212-888-3518.
'"'
Mfll er Comprehensive CPA Review, Inc.
7'57 Third

.\,"\..'111h.'.

Xcw York, :"Y 10017

OPPORTUNITIES FOR QUALIFIED
JUNE COLLEGE GRADUATES TO
TEACH SPECIAL EOUCAnON IN THE
NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Minimum requirements:
SlICea'aureate degree, 12 semester hours
'" edueation.

Teachers and support staff are needed for Special Education schools
and programs throughout New York City. Immediate placement offered
after "emergency" certification. Supportive supervision provided to
assist newly assigned staff members. For full detaus. visit, write or
telephone:

Division of Personnel OffIce of Special Education
65 Court Street, Room 602
Brooklyn. New Vork 11201
Telephone: (212) 596-3937.3938. 3939.
Aft

e... ()ppcwtunity Employ...

.

H&RBLOCK
Baruch College Student representative of H&R
Block will give students of Baruch a 20070
DISCOUNT oil preparation of Income Tax. For
appointment Call 42~70 between 5 p.RI. to 9
p... Monday thru Friday. Ask for Josepb
DiMaria.

.'

-' . _.. --..... ,

',;.

-
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Activities Awards
The Baruch College Alumni Association Student Activities
Awards are annually bestowed upon a graudating day session
and a graduating evening session student of the Bernard M.
Baruch College. Students graduating June 1981 are eligible.
The award of $100 and one' year's free membership in the
Alumni Association is granted each recipient.

Purpose
The purpose 'of these awards is twofold: to recognize and
honor the recipients and to serve as an incentive for the
recipients to make further significant contributions to the
College and/or the College Community.
Eligibility
Nominees must be August 1980, January 1981, or June
1981 graduates in. any subject area included in the undergraduate curriculum of the Bernard M. Baruch College.

Nominations·
Nominations may be made by the Department of Student
Life, any officer of a student organization, any faculty advisor of a' student organization, or any department head
within the College.

Deadline
All Qp'minations for the 1981 awards nominations must be
received by April 10, 1981.

Mailing Address for Nominations
Baruch College Alumni Association
College Box 280
17 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10010
-1. Responsibilities assumed in student acnviues: i.e.,
committee work, leadership roles, acceptance of assignments,
difficulties of assignments.
2. Performance of responsibilities assumed.
3. Impact upon the Baruch College Community or groups

therein.
,4. Number of groups or individuals affected by the
st udent's activities.

Full Name of Nominee
_

N arne and title of individual making nomination. - - - - -

of

3. Class of '49 Scbolanhip Fund

Six awards of $400 each.

to full-time undergraudate
juniors, one from each of the
schools (Business and Public
Administration; Liberal Arts and
Sciences; and Education), who
ha ve completed at least 24 credits
at Baruch College. The fourth
award is to a full-time graduate
studentt in the School of Business
and Public Administration who
has completed at least 24 credits
of graduate work.
Selection ofRecipients
The primary criterion for these
awards is academic excellence. In
situations where this cannot be
the sole determining factor, the
Committee may request materials
pertaining· to financial need and
letters of recommendation from
teachign faculty. Candidates are
solicited from the respective
school deans and department
chairmen.

2. Becker Family Scholarships

Award

Four annual scholarships. Three

Four awards of at least $400 each.

Interested students. should make
application in writing to the·
Committee. Applications are
available in the Office of the
Dean . of. Students, 360 Parle
Avenue South, Room 1702.
1. Baruch'.' College Alumni
Association Scholarships

Several annual scholarships of
not more than S400 each to
graduating seniors at Baruch
College' who plan to do graduate
work at an accredited college or
university.
Selection ofRecipients
Candidates for these awards' are
selected on the basis of their
academic achievement, extracurricular activities and
relative need. There are no
restrictions as to the major course
that the student is pursuing.
Award

Faculty Excellence Awards

Criteria

Address of Nominee

Undergraduate
Scholarships

of

President Segall has established a series of faculty ex..
cellence awards. One or more awards are to be made to
faculty members recognized for distinguished teaching or
contribution to teaching. The awards carry an honorarium
and will be presented during the commencement ceremonies
in June.
The Awards Committee wishes to remind students' of the
awards and to solicit nominations. If you feelthat you have
had. the opportunity to study' with' a' faculty member" whose
teaching ability you consider to be outstanding or who made a
significant contribution to teaching procedures at the College,
please feel free to make a nomination.
If you wish to nominate a faculty member, please fill out.
the enclosed form, put it in an envelope addressed to Box 347
and drop it into the college mail.

1. Responsibilities assumed in student activities. Please list.

I nominate the following faculty member for the
President's Excellence Award for Distinguished Teaching.

2. A brief but more than one or two word description of the

Name of Facultv Member -----.:....-----------

nominee's performance of each of. the responsibilities
assumed in student act isvities.

Selection 0/ Recipients
Candidates for this award are
selected on the basis of academic
achievement and relative need.
Award

One $300 award.
S. New York Bank For Savings
Scbolanhip

Annual cash awards to deserving
undergraduates majoring in
Banking and Finance.
Selection ofRecipients
Candidates for this aware are
solicited from the Economics
Department.
Award

The award may be made to one or
more students.
6. The David Picker Award
One or more scholarships given
annually to deserving undergraduates ..and/or graduate
students, who. are pursuing
studies at Baruch College in the
Fidd of Public AdJnjnisuation
and/or Business Administration.
selectiOn 'ofRecij:Wn/S- ._ .
Candidates for this award are

solicited from the Department of
Public Administration and other
appropriate departments.
Award

The award is given to one or more
students per year.
7. J ulias Rosentbal Memorial

Award

One award of $500.
8. ROMrt C. Weaver Incentive
An annual award to an out-

_
,

1. Why do you nominate this teacher?
3. A brief but more than 'one or two word description of the
nominee's impact upon the Baruch College Community or
groups therein.

Annual award to an undergraduate student.
Selection ofRecipeint
The candidate is selected on the
basis of outstanding academic
achievement.

Scholarship

Department

~
\~

the

3. 1 am a .Freshman :
Sophomore.
Senior
. I am a Graduate Student....

Junior

standing senior who plans to enter
government service, for study in a
graduate program.
Selection ofRecipients
Candidates for this award are
solicited from the Department of
Economics, Statistics, Political
Science,
and Public Administration.
Award
One SSOO award.
9. Irvill& Weiasteia Trust Fuod

2. What courses have you taken with this teacher?

S. Any other comments you may wish to make.

. Award
One annual. $ I00 award.
4. DeaD of Students Grant and
Loan FuDd Stlaolanhip
An award given to a student
during his/her junior year.

Fund Scbolarship

Bases of nomination:

4. The number of groups or individuals affected by
nonirnee's activities.

An award to a graduating senior
who plans to do graduate work at
an accredited college or
university.
Selection ()f Recipients
Candidates for the award are
selected on the basis of
scholarship and extracurricular
activities. Financial need and
letters' of recommednation may
also be considered.

_

_

Please return this nomination in an envelope to Box 11347,
FacultY Awards Committee, by coDege mail.

Scbolarship
Awarded annually to one or more
worthy
undergraduates or
graduates majoring in Accounting, Taxation, or Business

Administration.
Selection of Recipients
Cadnidates for this award are
soJicite(i from the Department of
Accounting and other appropriate
departJDellu.
COIIIiIaIed on PI. 9. col. j
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In celebration of the International Year of Disabled Persons
The SChool of Education of Baruch College presents _

11DS WEEK ONLY.

.
,BARGAINS

247

RIc.... rl

Dining lb~~

(just 6)

Room Sets ~
tone-or-akind)

Disabled workers
in business

~~~Solas

Sufa Beds
(excennonat ~~~iJ)
:l

trom excess
inventorV of
famous
manufacturer

value

because of
discontinued

tabnc '

Attitudes
toward full·
.
participation

pattern)

Dinette Sits

Bedroom
Sets

~-'

-;...""'~~.

from
Decorator
Showroom

Morning, Forum
Monday, May 11,1981-9AM-1PM
The United Nations Secretariat Building '\1\
Conference Room Four '-~
ALL ~,P.E ';wELCOME. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 212-725-4487

10.000 sq. ft. of fa....itare bargains with discounts
ol·40~ to 1etKt off retaU price.
•
•
•
•

DisJontinu'ed samples from Designer Showrooms
Excess furniture inventory from famous manufacturers
One-of-a-kind specials
Purchases from overstocked manufacturers

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

voa".

Delivery within 24 hours. 48 hours. or the very same day!

If 'you, .love .•. ~ •••'.

Baruch College
Emergency Medical Squad &

l owe·

Furniture Showrooms
Clearance Center
. 8 We.t 38th Street. New York

lClth Floor Recf'Ptiotl • Hours: lOAM - 4PM Mon, thru Fri.

AID

NEED SUMMER WORK? N.Y. STATE JOB SERVICE will
be o_n campus on Thursday, April 16, in Rm. 1710 (Noon to 3
PM) to accept applications from experienced Camp Counselors f~r jobs available throughout the Northeast. If you are
at least rs years old, and will have 1 year of college completed
by June, stop by to register with us.

THE LAW DEPARTMENT WILL AWARB:
I. THE MORTON WOLLMAN MEDAL IN·lAW to the
graduating senior of Baruch College who attained the highest
grade in the study of law;
2. THE ANDREW J. COPPOLA PRIZE to the graduating
senior of the Baruch School of Business and Public Administration who had applied for admission to a law school
and has demonstrated both an outstanding ability "in commerciallaw and potential for success in law school study;
ALL BARUCH COLLEGE GRADUATING SENIORS
WHO HAVE COMPLETED AT LEAST THREE UNDERGRADUATE. LAW COURSES AT BARUCH
COLLEGE PRIOR TO THIS SEMESTER ARE INVITED
TO APPLY FOR EITHER OF THESE AWARDS.
3. In addition, the Law Department will also award THE
. SANDERS A. KAHN REALTY EDUCATION FUND
. SCHOLARSHIP PRIZE·. A' $250 award to a graduating
. senior who has excelled in the Real Estate program course

MEETINGS

~

-

,J

Thursdays, 12:30

Rm. 710/23rd St.Bldg.

w~k.

_

APPLICATIONS, WHICH MUSt' BE SUBMITTED
NOT· LATER THAN APRIL 9, 1981 ARE NOW
AVAILABLE AT:
LAW DEPARTMENT
BARUCH COLLEGE
46 East 26th Street
Room 541, 5th Floor

. April',

~9Il
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SECURITY·'
AGAIN
continuedfrom pg, 2. col. 3
different administrative office
where i was told that. no decision
would be made before there was
input from the faculty via the
Faculty Senate and input from the
students via a day and evening
session student meeting, Well,
both groups have met and no
additional suggestions have been
made and still no positive action
has been taken.
. On January 26, 1981 the
department requested that "peepholes" be put into several doors
so that staff members in early in
the morning or out late at night
had some minimum form of
security. On March 9th, March
13th, March 16th, March 17th,
March 18th, March 20th and
March 23 rd I enquired as to when
we could expect the peep-holes
and was put offeach time. As of
this writing still nothing has been
done.
The bottom line is that after
having spoken with just about

every otrice and level of the
administration' nothing has been
done and'NOTHING IS GOING
TO BE DONE. Nothing will be
done because students don't like
wearing their identification cards
or because the administration
thinks that the changes will cost
too much or for some other
equally unacceptable reason. Just
think about that. The college is
ripped off every day. ,Students are
robbed, rapes are attempted and
people here- are held up at gun
point and everybody seems to
think that the reasons for doing
nothing outweigh ther personal
safety of students and staff.
The logic eludes me. Making
molehills out of mountains won't
get rid of the problem. Does
serious bodily harm to a student
or staff member have to nappen
before everyone suddenly wants
to jump on the bandwagon and
declare that they were the first to
yell "cost be damned, we'll do it
now!!"
. ,Steven Kohn

FREEDO'M OF SPEECH
continued/rom pg. 2. col. 3
up 19 free sterilization clinics. set
.a goal of 5000 "voluntary
srerilizations" for the program's
first year, surpassed that in 1975,
when 5400 women were sterilized.
The overall thrust of the program
was not to inform women of the
birth control options open to
them, but
to
encourage
sterilization as the best alternative; otherwise, how could
Silva's goals be achieved?
In an interview with Puerto
Rico magazine on June 1974,
Silva insisted that "the basic
requirement is the consent of the
person" ill every sterilization, but
his program clearly embodied the
government's will to reduce the
child-bearing population by any
means necessary. Though Silva
said, "we believe that all people
should have control over their
own bodies, his program encouraged sterilizations even for
young women who might change
°

their minds when it was too late.
Federal and state laws here now .
require that any women undergoing sterilization sign a
consent form in her native
language, and that she be informed about the irreversible
nature of the operation; there is
scant monitoring to enforce these
statutes in New York. In the past,
poor women seeking abortions,
other health care, medicaid have
been sterilized without their
iriformed consent. It has been
stated by one woman that she
underwent sterilization at Lincoln
Hospital, when she just went in
for the treatment of a vaginal
infection.
In my opinion Silva's arrival in
the South Bronx is only a
beginning in creating a planned
shrinkage in population there. If
enough support comes his way,
then the South Bronx might be the
starting point for him, but it
won't be his finishing point.
°

HELPLINE
continuedftom pg.B, col. 5
Continued Mr. Duggan, "An
organization which has as many
students and outreaches in this
many ways needs a. number of
different back up systems to' it
and they provide really the stop
gap of th< whole. office. If a
student needs help and I don't
happen to . be here, they have
those other professionals as a
back up."
When Mr. Duggan was asked if
be thousIJt Helpline received
enough support from students he

replied, "I think that students
don't
reach
out
enough.
Sometimes they have a very hard
time reaching out to Helpline or
asking for help from anyone
because of the society we've
grown up in that' says we're
supposed to be so independent.
It's really hard to ask for help so,,
while I think Helpline has the
respect ofthe students, I think it's
underutilized sometimes by the
majority of students in the school
because it's so hard to reach out
for help."

BARUCH CHESS· TEAM TO
HOST PAN-AM GAMES
•

~

o

••. '

by Chris Gorman
This is the time of the year
when years of study and practice
are finally put to the test. This is
the season for the Pan-American
Interccltegiate Team Chess
Championship.
The Championship games may
not receive much publicity in the
New York Times, but to chess
playersthroughout the colleges it
is a time for front page news. The
- games are attended by some of .
the finest and most prestigious
schools in the country including
Yale, Rutgers, Purdue, and of
course Baruch. Each year approximately. fifty teams participate, sending their best players
to put up the toughest competition possible.
The Chess Team here at Baruch
has been attending these games
for the past few years and 'bas. ..•
consistently been getting
stronger," said Peter DiTuri, a ~,
team member. In 1978 the team i
placed sixtieth but they were not
deterred because in '79 they
jumped to 30th. Staying with
their upward streak, last
December Baruch sent two teams
to Atlanta, Ga. to compete. The
A Team finished a fantastic 8th
Chess Team in Action
out of the fifty-two teams that
participated. It was the highest
in New York. The main source
finish of a CUNY school since
behind the games is team member
1973. For their tremendous
Marty McDowell. McDowell was
performance the team received a
elected . to the
ICLAprize of chess books worth over
Intercollegiate Chess League of
$12-0~ . -[h-' another "division,
America,"andhas worked hard to
Baruch's B team finished Ist and
make the December games in New
also received a prize totalling the
York a reality. However, it is the
same. As David Hee, president of generosity of the Alumni
the Chess Club said, "last year we
Association at Baruch that has
put Baruchon the chess map. "
made the financing possible.
This December the Chess Club
Baruch hopes to send three
will not only try to continue their
teams this year to compete. There
uphill climb, they will also
they will face the very strongest
competition and the highest
sponsor the games to be held here
I

f: "

--_0'
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PROSP~ECTIVES
continued from pg. 3. col. J
near endless, so don't call any
goal too nigh to try. The money
will surely follow if you do your
best in your field. Money is
necessary to survival; to get it
through doing what you want
satisfies a need, to get money
through means that aren't of your
desire is a form of greed.
It is my unfortunate duty to

announce that this is my last
column of this semester. I just
like to say that this has been an
experience I will never forget, but
I will continue to provide services
to you students of Baruch in every
capacity I can. I hope you have
enjoyed reading my column as
much as I have enjoyed writing
for you. Remember me because I
think of you.

MORE SEX
continued from pg. 5. col. 3
be achieved in any way. However,
There are many other situations the real deal is what you feel, and
too numerous to name, but the if you feel you're getting what
fact remains that we should you want; keep it; if not, then
always take the- situation don't be shy to try again. Love is
what you make it, and ideally the
realistically and with open minds.
reason for sex is love. If it. is not
There is 110 true definnion for
love,' only .fadorsthat ~ake it ..your reason. then. be opfront
real. It can come in any place, at enough to say so, that way the
any time, with anybody, and can surprise is no surprise.

PHOTO BY BOB ALLEUR

caliber talent. This year however
two of our top players on the
team will not be attending.'
Anthony Lee is graduating in
June and.' Mark Tolliver has
already Ieft" the sch'oo["The- other'
team members are still hopeful as ,
to the team's ability in December.
"We expect to do pretty well even
though we will lose some of our
very good players," said David
Hee. "However there are many
new up and coming players to
help compensate," We here at
Baruch wish-them luck!

UNDER
GRADUATE
SCHOLAR
SHIPS

continued/rom pg. J. col. 5

Award
The award is given to one or more
students per year.
10. Samuel aDd Irving Weinstein
Scbolanhip Fund
At least one scholarship, given
annually to a needy and worthy
undergraduate or graduate
student majoring in Accounting
or Taxation at Baruch College to
assist in meeting educational
costs.

Selection ofRecipients
Candidates for this award are
solicited from the Department of
Accounting.
Award'
The award is given to one or more
students per' year.
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EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
GUITAR WORKSHOP
11:30-12:30 rm.212 S.C.
*****************************

EVERY TUESDAY EVENINGS
ARNIS

5:30

oak IOunge
*****************************

EVERY TUESDAY AT 4:00
MEDITATION WORKSHOP

MONDAY & THURSDAY

5:30

OAK LOUNGE

•

in oak lounge
*****************************
APRIL 15 at 12:30

TARRA ,CARD READING,SESSIO

FRIDAY

, Oak Loun e

We meetevery Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm.302 (Student Center)
END-OF-THE-TERM PARTY
MAY 19th 2-6
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The Culture of the East
China _Night Will Show

by Helen L.K. Chan
On Thursday evening, A.ptil30,
the Chinese students of Baruch
College will be presenting
Oriental . arts and' cultural
exhibitions . in their show, appropriately entitled '~China
Night."
The show, sponsored by the
Chinese Singing Club (eSC),
Chinese Students Association
(CSA), Chinese Culture Club
(CCC),- As ia n
Students
Association (ASA), and the Day
Session Student Government
(DSSG), will comprise of various
jong guo (Chinese) festivites and
entertainment performed by the
students themselves and other
guests. Among the scheduled
numbers are ~- :,;nese dances,
-kung fu (martiai arts), Chinese
songs, instrumental music, and a
fashion
show
featuring
traditional Chinese costumes.
Dance routines will be provided
by specially invited companies.
Special kung fu groups from New
Jersey will be displayin: ...~rious types of ma"1:ialarts skills, ineluding karate. Members of the
Chinese Singing Club, interested
students, and special vocalists will
join together to charit illustrious
tunes? traditional and folk. The .
Choir will sing folk songs in
different Chinese dialects; for
examole, they will sing in Cantonese, Mandarin, Fukienese, etc.
The spectacular fashion show
consists of male and female

models from and outside of the happen. Someone has tohe/p
. school,.' They will wear the make it happen. Without the
. Chinese costumes from the an- help, cooperation, and encient .past and dynasties. These thusiasm of the students and
costumes are not only bright and
faculty, there would not be a
colorful attire, but also elegant. show. There would not even be a
Made from delicate silk materials,
Chinese Club in the School.
they symbolize the mode of dress
Mrs. Violet Seung, the friendly
from the last thousand years of and
always-willing-to-help
Chinese history.
counselor of the Chinese Singing
This spring extravaganza was
Club and the Chinese Students
originally planned to celebrate Association, is again lending her
Chinese New Year. But dif- helping hand to aid the staff and
ficulties stood in the way. Frank add exciting featuresto the show.
Su, President of the Chinese
With the help of the others and
Singing Club and one of the Stanley Ng, former President of
coordinators of this program, the Chess Club, Frank Su of the
stated, "Chinese New Year oc- Chinese Singing Club is doing
curred during the first week of fine in managing and coorschool on Thursday, February 5, dinating this spring spectacular.
immediately after the students Su, who is in charge of the
finished with their final exams program, heads his Club in Room'
and registraiton , In adition to the
1311 of the 23rd Street building
lack of time in preparation, the every Thursday. The SO-member
Clubs had trouble in obtaining Club gets together and discusses
use of the auditorium in the 23rd or practices all kinds of Chinese
Street building' in February.
and American songs. They had
Therefore, the show was postinvited special guests to perform
poned-until April 30."
in Baruch before last semester.
Su continued', "This is the very
"All students are welcomed to
first time all the Chiense clubs
join the Club. (We) practice songs
joined tit unison to put up and
from all cultures, not just Chinese
(produce) this show. "
songs, "- Suo added, although folk
There is no doubt about it.
songs are their specialty.
With joil1t. efforts and. sincere ... Baruch.. which has a <dense
cooperation - from everyone,
population of Chinese students,
including full support from
has three Chinese clubs: eSA,
President Joel Segal and Vice
ASA, and cec. Their -LnPresident Green, the show will
tercollegiate activities include
become the hit of the year.
special guest speakers, lectures,
. However, a hit does not just
continued on pg. 12, col. l

Prof. Cyrus Gordon
to Speak on Iran
The world renowned archaeologist, orientalist and Bible
scholar, Dr. Cyrus Gordon, will
be the guest speaker at the Jane
Globus Seminar on April 8th. The
topic of the seminar is' "Iran-iRetrospect and Prospect."
Dr. Gordon is noted for his
versatility. He is the author of
more than a dozen books and
hundreds of artieles on the archaeology, language and culture
of the Ancient Near East. His
works include such landmark
classics as The Ancient Near East;

Ugartic Handbook; Forgotten
Scripts and Before Columbus.
Formerly the Chairman of
Mediterranean Studies at
Brandeis University, he is now a
Professor of Bible and Ancient
Near Eastern' Studies at New
York University.
Dr. Gordon is uniquely
qualified to speak on ' 'Iran
Prospect and Retrospect. " In
addition to his expertise on Iran's
history and culture, he has also
been a first-hand observer of
modern Iran. He spent four years
as an archaeologist on the staff of
the American School for Oriental
Research in Baghdad where his

Trivia of
the Week

chief assignments were the
Congratulation to Glenn Ladner
campaign at the twin sites of Tell
(upper freshman) who was the
first trivia expert of the week.
Billa and Tepe Gawra in Iraquian
Kurdiston and a campaign at Ur
Dean Pawelsky (lower junior),
Peter Wilson (upper senior), and
in Southern Iraq. Those years
provided him with a firsthand
Len Levine (Con Ed) respectfully
solved the trivia.
knowledge of the Arabs and
Kurds of the region.
The answer is not as simple as it
Of special interest is the fact
seems. By the selection of
choosing ."apples & oranges"
- that Dr. Gordon was an army
officer inr he Persian Gulf
first, and I pick an orange from it,
Command during the Second
I know it is not the "apples" box.
World War with the United States
It thus .is the orange box. Since I
Army
Intelligence.
His
told you that all the boxes were
headquarters was in Teheran and
mislabeled, you change the labels
he had many roving assignments
on the other two boxes.
through all of Western Iran from
This week's trivia is entitled:
The Missing Link.
the Persian Gulf to the Caspian
Sea. During this time he was in . THE MISSING LINK
Find the number that is missing
close contact with the Iranian
ruling class and intellectuals with
among the string of numbers
following: 1, 3, 9, 36, 39, '1, 1170.
whom he kept in touch through
many subsequent visits in the
sixties and seventies.
Dr. Gordon combines erudition
with a warm personal style and
enthusiasm which captivates .his
audience. The seminar, sponsored
by the Modern Languages
Department under the Chairmanship of Prof.
Jofen, is,
being facilitated by Prof. Ruth
Adler. It promises to be an event

Jean

---------------11
which will be enjoyed and
remembered. The Baruch
Community-administration" faculty and students-s-are cordially
invited to attend this seminar
which will take place on. _Wednesday, April 8th at the Faculty
Lounge at 12: IS. A reception will
follow the presentation.

.Hispanic Week
.April 6-10
Schedule of Events
Wednesday, April 8
Hispanic Solidarity Day
"Hispanics in Politics & Education"
Speakers: Miguel Albornoz, Politics
Isara Santiago, Education
Edward Pagan, International Marketing
Place: Oak Lounge, Student Center
Time: 1 :~2:30 (At 2:30 refreshments will be served)

• • • •

Film: "EI Salvador: The Next Vietnam"
Speakers: David Perez & MarthaGallego
Place: Oak Lounge, Student Center
Time: 3:Q0-4:05

• • • •

Panel Discussion: Careers
Speakers: Charles Tejada-Civil Rights
Ismael Bentancourt-Small Business Administration
Jack Aguerros-Museo del Barrio
There will be a period of questions and answers
Place:Oak Lounge, Student Center
Time: 4: 15-5:30 PM (At 5:30 Wineand Cheese will be served)

• • • •

"Puerto Rican Women in the Labor Force": A slide
presentation on the Puerto Rican Labor Movement.
'. Place: Oak Lounge, Student Center

· . -. .

.Time: 5:35-6:00·
Recital of Poetry
Guest Poets: Miguel Algarin
Pedro Pietri
Gilbert Hernandez
"Nuevo Surco"-Song and Poetry of Political and Cultural
protest portraying the life of peasants.
After this event, refreshments will be served.
Place: 155 East 24 Street, Roorn-114
Time: 7:30-10:00 PM
Thursday, April 9
Cultural Dances
Performing:
"ReMlmba Con Pie"-Afro-Caribbean Music and Dance
"Baile y Musica de Nicaraguav-s-Folkloric Music and Dance
. Mr. Richardino-International Singer
Place: 17 Lexington Avenue, Room 4 North
Time: 7:30-10:00 (After the performance, refreshments will
be served.)
Friday, April 10
,
Dance: To wind up the Hispanic Week events, we will have a
gala festive LATIN DANCE.
Featuring: Conjunto Cache
Baruch Latin Band Club
Disc Jockey, Frank Diaz
. The following have participated In the production of
Hispanic Week:
Spanish Club·
P.R.I.D.E.
Hispanic Society
Aspira
Compensatory Education Programs.
·This event is co-sponsored by the Student Center Program

Board.
ALL ARE WELCOME!

.-

.~.

.:
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Events Schedule To
The Spring Recess

bY the Office of Student Activities

Monday. April 6, 1981
~2

: 30 -

1: 30 pm

.

5:30 pm

t

6:00 - 10:00 pm
All Week

Comedy Hour
S.C.P.B .

Oak Lounge
Student Center

4:00 - 5:00 pm

Meeting
S.C.P.B.

Rm. 302
Student Cente.r

Film: "The Texas Chainsaw Massa~re S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

4:30 - 10:30 pm

Concert Night
Camp,:us Affairs

Auditorium
23rd St.

Art Exhibition
P.R. I .D.E.

24th Street
Lobby

5:00 - 6:00 pm

Steering Meeting
Street Fair Committee

Rm. 302
Student Center

12:00 - 2:00 pm

Easter Party
Accounting Society

Fa c u I ty Lounge
24th St.

Speaker:Con Edison
FinanceJEco. Society

Rm. 302

Easter Party
Management .Soc-iety

Globus Lounge
360 P. A.S.

Tuesday, April 7, 19B1
11:30 - 12:30 pm

.

Thursday, April 16, 1981

'-

1:30 - 3:30 pm
4:00 - 5:00 pm
5:30 - 7:30 pm

Guitar Workshop
S.C.P.B.

Rm. 212

Food Festival
P.R.I.D.E.

Marble Lounge
Student Center

12:00 - 2:00 pm

Mediatation Workshop
S.C.P.B.

Oak· Lounge
Student Center

'12:00 - 2:00 pm

Oak Lounge
Student Center

12:00 - 3:00 pm

Speaker:Para-Psychology
Psychology Society

Rm . 114
24th Street

Oak Lounge
Student Center

2:30 - 7:30 pm

Audition:Talent Show
Club New York

Oak Lounge
Student Center

5:00 - 10:00 pm

Concert
Carribean/West Indian
Cultural Club

Audi torium
23rd St.

11:30 - 12:30 pm

Guitar Workshop
S.C.P.B.

Hm. 212
Student Center

"Arnis" Martial Arts
S.C.P.B.
.
"The Spooleys
S.C.P.B.

12:30 - 1:30 pm

,,

Student Center

Wednesday, April 8, 1981
Communities & Careers
P.R.I.D.E.

1:00 - 7:00 pm
4:00 - 5:00 pm

Meeting
'S.C.P.B.

Rm. 302
Student Center

Steering Meeting
Street Fa1r Conunittee

Hm. 302
Student Center

12:00 - 2:00 pm

Senate Internships
S.P.S.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

Hispanic Entertainment

Rm. 114
24th Street

12:00 - 2:00 pm

Meet the Canidates
Student Senate

Rm. 114
24th Street

12:00 - 2:00 pm

"Stigma & Obesity"
Psi Chi

Room 427
24th St.

5:30 pm

Film:AIien
S.C.P.E.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

8:00 - 10:00 pm

Hispanic Entertainment
P.R.I.D.E.

4 North
23rd St.

1:00 & 3:00 pm

Film:Alien
S.C.P.B.

Rm. 114
24th St.

6:00 - 10:00 pm

Human Resources Management A.S.P.A.

Oak & Marble
Student Center

6:00 - 8:00 pm

Business Meeting
Sigma Alpha

Rm. 302
Student Center

5:00 - 10:00 pm

Latin Dance
P.R.I.D.E.

Alley Lounge
Student Center

12:30 - 1:30 pm

Comedy flour
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

10:00 11:00 am

Party
Freshman Orientation

Oak Lounge
Student Center

7:30 10:00 pm

Rehearsal
Chinese Coalition

AuditoriulJl
23rd St.

9:00 - 8:00 pm
All Week'

Arts & Cxafts Exhibtion
Carribeam/West Indian
Cultural

Alley Lounge
Student Center

5:30 pm

Film: "AI jen"
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

5:00 - 6:00 prr.
3:00 - 10:00 pm

Oak Lounge
Student Center

P . R. I . D; E .

Thursday, April 9, 1981
-:2:00 - 2:00 pm
~2:00

- 2:00 pm

Panel Discussion
Management Society

Globus Loung~
360 P.A.S.

"How to Land a great Job" Con ference F.m.
Education Society
315 P.A.S.

4:00 - 5:00 pm

Meditation Workshop
S.C.P.B.

5:30 - 7:30 pm

Speaker:
FianancejEconomics

5;30 - 7:30 pm

"Arnis" Martial Arts
S.C.P~B.

5:00 - 10:00 pm

Oak Lounge
Student Center
Globus Lounge
360 P.A.S.
Oak Lounge
Student Center

Meditation Concert
Auditorium
Meditation club/S.C.P.E. 23rd St.

Wednesday, April 15, 1981
12:30 - 1:30 pm

Beatles Tribute Film
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

3:00 - 5:00 pm

Political Porum
Carribean/West Indian
Cultural

Oak Lounge
Student Center

Concert Night Bash
Campus. Affairs

Alley Lounge
Student Center

3:30 - 7:00 pm

CHINA NIGHT
continuedfrom preceding page
Chinese films, and martial arts
presentation s. One of the
block buster films they had shown
last year was superstar Jackie
Chan's "Snake in the Eagle's,
Claw. "
the Chinese students come from
different regions of China or
Taiwan. So they may speak
various dialects such as Cantonese, Mandarin, Toishanese,
Hakka, Shanghai, or Fukienese.
In spite of this regional and
linguistic difference, they are
willing to join togehter to
combine their interests and talents
&I celebrate the single. most
important event of the year in

Student Center

Chinese heriiage-Chiense New
4679-on "China Night. "
"China Night" will promptly
begin at 6 p.m. and conclude at 8
p.m. Admission to the two-hour
program is FREE! A reception
will follow the conclusion of the
show. So, Baruchians, write
down the date, time, and place
..April 30, 1981, Thursday, 6-8
p.rn.,
Auditorium:
'China
Night' on your schedule. Come
and see one.of the most enjoyable
events of the year. For mere
information pertaining to the
program, contact the Singing
Club, Chinese clubs, or Mrs.
Violet Seung,
to

Friday, April 10, 1981

~onday,

April 13, 1981

Tuesday, April 14, 1981
11:30 - 12:30 pm

Guitar Workshop
S.C.P.B.

Room 212
Student Center

12: 30 - 1: 30 pm

"Dog Eat Dog"
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

2:30 - 5:00 pm

·Films
Carribean/West Indian
Cultural

Have A Nice Recess!

Oak Lounge
Student Center

e. ;

i ..•
,
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The Who 'Make A
Disappointing Return
by Paul Golden

After two years of seclusion
alternated with touring, and solo
projects, The Who have released
face Dances on a different record
label, Warner Brothers.' Was it
worth the wait? I'm not so sure.
Hailed by Warner's as "one of
the
most
comprehensive
marketing campaigns in (their)
history." the major emphasis
seems not to be placed on the
music, but on ....the album cover
artwork. The credits on the inner
sleeve hardly mention The Who,
but rather the sixteen "internationally known" artists who
have adorned the front cover with
theit portraits of individual
members of The Who. Granted,
the album looks great, but what
about the music on the inside?
Face Dances won't attract new
fans for The Who. It won't lose
them any either. Peter Townsend's work (he penned all but

two' of the songs) runs from the
banal to the satisfying, giving
Face Dances a decidedly uneven'
sound. John Entwistle, the bass
player, seems to pull the most
meat out of the band on his two,
by now obligatory, numbers;
"The Quiet One,". and "You,"
fusing his usual brand of macabre
humor with dark, minor twinged
arrangements. "The Quiet One"
employs Townsend's thunderous
power chording, and marvelous
bass "zoops'" from Entwistle
making it reminiscent of the great
"Heaven & Hell" from The Story
of The Who ablum.
The rest of Face Dance is pure
Townsend: good, bad, and indifferent. The opening cut, "You
Better You Bet" is in the great
"Who Are You" tradition, with
Townsend diddling with a synthesizer in the intro. "Cache
Cache;' is all about story book
scariness-s-t'Did you ever sleep in

a bear pit, with apple cores and '
mice along" -and ends up quite
silly. "Did You Steal My Money"
might just as well have been on
Odds n Sods; it just doesn't fit on
the album. "How Can You Do it
Alone" starts off relating the,
sordid details of flashers, and,
little boys who steal girlie
magazines and breaks,' midway,
into a highlands, bagpipe reel.
"Daily Records" is one of the
most blatant homages (or should.
I say ripoffs) exactly rnimicing the
Beach Boys opening to "Sloop'
John B." Townsend has a lot of
nerve claiming that "my money
keeps me poor."
As I said before, Face Dances is
a mixed bag 0 f tricks. On one
level it's an extremely enjoyable
Who album, full of rich, loping
melodies and expert playing. On
another level it seems as though
the Who have grown tired.
Daltrey's voice can sound

Record Review:

A Mixed Bag Of New
Releases

.by J By Schwartz

Warren Zevon is a rather meeklooking Preppy with a strong
baritone
voice .Af'ter
only
releasing three fairly successful
albums. Zevon has gone ahead
and released Stand in the Fire
(Asylum), a solid package of live
recorded music containing some
new, and some old, tunes.
The "live" audience, on some
of the tracks, simply does not
sound live. Perhaps the audience
sounds were dubbed in later, after
the music had already been
recorded. This phoniness could
also be a result of the size of the
club where the album was

recorded..
At any rate, Stand in the Fire
has some good tracks, such as
"Jennie Needs a Shooter;" some
better tracks including "Lawyers,
Guns and Money," and "Poor,
Poor Pitiful Me," a one-time hit
for Linda Ronstadt; and some
garbage like "Werewofves of
London." Fans of Zevon will go
beserk over this album, but it is
still not a bad investment for the
rest of us, and it gives a fairly
well-rounded picture of Zevon's
talent.

* * *
1967 was a very interesting year
in music. It hosted the appearance

of the Doors, the Beatles' experimentation with drug related
songs, a multitude of protest
songs, and Jefferson Airplane's
second album; . Surrealistic
Pillow, which introduced their
new lead singer, Grace Slick.
Slick's two songs, "Somebody to
Love" and "White Rabbit" lifted
the Airplane to new heights both
musically and commercially.
Fourteen years, three groups
and a solo career later, Grace
Slick is still at it: Her new album,
Welcome to the Wrecking Ball
(RCA) marks her return to Rock
after her last album, which was
labeled Middle of the Road style
music, flopped terribly. It is good
to see Slick back, but unfortunately she is not the same as
she was in '67.
Take, for example, .the song
"Mistreater." ." Mistreater "
would be a great song if Pat
Benatar was singing it. Slick's
style-is missing what is needed to
make the song more powerful.
"Just a Little Love" and
"Shooting Star" are two tracks
that are more geared to Slick, and
she handles them well.
Besides, it is doubtful that Pat
Benatar could sing "White
Rabbit" the way Slick does. Let's
just hope that Slick finds the
music that is right for her,
because then it will be right for
us, too.

,

'

* • *
Making their debut on Warner
Communications' new PLANET
Continued on page 14, column S

.

~.

The Who: Have they grown too weary for rock?

strained at times, leaving one with
the impression that perhaps he
would be happier acting, than
singing. Kenny J ones, the new kid
on the block, does admirably, but
lacks the manic explosiveness of
Keith Moon's haywire drumming
which so propelled The Who in its

earlier days, The Who are, by'
now, an institution in rock. Let's
hope they put a bit of wrinkle
cream on their age spots and give
themselves a little youthful
vitality, which is the essence of
rock 'n roll.

What Happened to
·
-?
S. prlng•.
by Helen Cl1in

About this time' of the year,
more college students can .be
found hanging around outside of
school than inside attending
classes. But things, are much
different this year; more students
are still attending all of their
required classes. Why?? Spring is
here!! It made its official debut at
12:03 p.m. on' March 20. But if
Spring is here, why does it still
seem as though Winter never left?
What happened to Spring?
Why aren't the bees ~ ad the
mosquitoes out flittering and
biting their ways into our hearts?
And speaking of flying nuisances,
what happened to the flocks of
birds which migrated South for
the winter? Are they overstaying
their welcome? They must have
taken enough suntan lotion with
them to protect their delicate little
feathers throughout the Summer
season. They are in no hurry to
return, it seems. Well, as long as
the South is playing host to our
feathered friends, we'll have one
less worry; the windshields of our
cars well stay much cleaner.
Where are all of the Spring hay
fever sufferers? You know, the
ones who ha'(ered eyes, sniffly
noses, walk around like zombies
and pass in and· out of consciousness? Actually, they've
been around all winter. They are
the people who are always
mistaken for junkies.
.
Once again I ask uWhere the
hell is' Spring"?" As a full-fledged

Ticker reporter, I felt that it was
my duty to do some research on
the topic. So away I went, eagerly
trotting over to the library. I
looked through magazines,
books, encyclopedias, and even
an atlas. To my shock and
dismay, I found nothing. It
occurred to me ~hat maybe
Baruch had something to hide.
Okay, 'so the plot thickened. I
decided to go undercover, as a
janitor. and do some further
investigating. I worked late into
the night, cleaning toilets and
.snooping around for any clues.
Soon I was down to my last bottle
of Sani-Flush, and my last hope
as well.
It was then that I finally found
my answer. In the Chemistry lab,
I heard noises. Peering in through
the half-opened door, I could see
many men in white laboratory
jackets, each bearing the emblem
of a different CUNY school. ON
the wall was a graph, indicating
how well students' grades have
stayed since Spring was delayed.
So that was it! I knew I had to
put an end to this conspiracy. So I
rounded up some security guards,
and with their help we managed
to. put an end to their miserable
scheme.
Well, the case of "Where the
hell is Spring" is finally ·solved.
By the time you finish reading this .
account, Spring should be in the
air. Enj~y it, but be prepared for
another raght next year!

£
,

'
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Broadway's Thorny "Rose"
by Bill Dudley

. to the audience about her life, It
seems that every time one starts
"getting into" the dialogue, it is
abruptly cut short so Ms. Jackson
can talk to us on a one-to-one
basis.
Due to these inadequacies, the
audience never really gets to know
the minor characters. They are all
two-dimensional. It is especially
sad to note that this falls true for
Jessica Tandy, who plays Rose's
mother. The opening scene, which
starts as being a night-out for the
two' girls is very refreshing. As
always, Ms. Tandy just seems to
breathe life into a play. Unfortunately, the scene lasts no
longer than five minutes, and we
don't see mother again until the
first five minutes of Act II. It is a
very minor role and Ms. Tandy
deserves better. It should anger
any theatregoer
that the
producers have advertised this big
name only to have her appear in a
cameo role.
It is perfectly understandable
why Ms. Jackson accepted her
role. It gives the actress constant
exposure and demands someone
who has excellent command of
the stage; something which
Glenda does most certainly
possess. It is fortunate that with

The late Gertrude Stein once
said, "A Rose, is a rose, is a
rose, " but had she seen a show of
the same name, it wouldn't have
smelled the same.
"ROSE," which opened last
week at the Cort Theatre, stars
Glenda Jackson and Jessica
Tandy. This drama, produced by
Elizabeth I. McCan and Nelle
Nugent, portrays an elementary
school teacher, who is facing a
mid-life crisis. Although Rose
likes her job, she feels as if she is
.not being used to her full
potential. The relationship with
her husband is '£dead." Unfortunately, the play is more
boring than Rose's life.
The production is formed, not
in scenes, but rather in short
sketches as Rose encounters the
minor characters. It seems that
lately, so many playwrights have
been using short sketches strung
together, because they lack the
talent to write a full scene that
could last long enough and still
deem strong. This weakness has
caused failure in recent
productions (THE SURVIVOR,
THE AMERICAN CLOCK) and
alas, also fails here. Rose pops in
and out of these sketches to talk

/

all the minor, "Ii fe-Iess "
characters, there is someone as
strong as Ms. Jackson in the
center spotlight. She deserves to
be. Her freshness, originality, and
sharp mind makes her the
epitome of the intelligent mature
and sophisticated British Actress
which we wish so many of our
own actresses were.
There are a few bright moments
in the production, particularly
one scene which takes place
during an assembly in the school
where she teaches. Some credit
should be given to actress
Margaret Hilton, who plays one
of her co-workers. Another scene
in which Rose visits an old friend,
Sally, played smartly by J 0
Henderson. There are some
fruitful moments in the play, but
these few heights are separated by
long dry lulls.
One "height" is when Rose
attempts a last fling at excitement
by fooling around with her
supervisor int he back seat of his
car. (He is married too.) When
she gets home afterwards, she
admits to her husband of what
just took place. He breaks down,
starts to cry, and admits that he
too has cheated on their marriage.
Now, that moment seems to be a

"'.

Glenda Jackson and Jessica Tandy in a scene from tile wilted • 'Rose...

terrible paradox. We know that
Rose has cheated on her husband;
when she confesses, he breaks
down; the audience is supposed to
feel sympathetic to him, but how
can we let our hearts go out to
him after he admits that he has
also been cheating. One cannot
feel sorry for the "loyalist" and
the "two-timer" at the same time.
It's a shame. There is so much
that Playwright Andre Davies

could nave done with this subject,
and instead, we leave the theatre
forgetting what little significance
the show did. have, by the time we
. reach the marquee. The audience
attends, what they hope will be an
evening of' intelligent theatre;
perhaps the chance. to use the
theatre as a learr:ing vehicle to
gain some insight, and we are,
unfortunately, like so many times
this season, left short-changed.
. "!
.'

Music
Continued from page 13
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MitcbellGreenberg, 1'.1'. Preece, Jim Walton and Steve Liebman (I. to r.) of "Scnmbled Feet."

"Scrambled Feet" is Still Going Strong
by Michael Star

Scrambled Feet. What could a
show with a name like Scrambled
Feet possibly be about? It would
have to have some substance, I
assumed, since it is currently the
fifth longest running offBroadway play. it will be number
one, its producers project, if it
lasts until 1983. It might very well
last that long.
The four person cast-Mitchell
Greenberg, K;K. Preece, Jurn
Walton and Steve Liebman-is
the main reason for the show's
success. Of course, Hermoine the
. Duck (that's right, a duck). also
deserves some credit. .The cast
sings and dances their way into
the hearts of the audience, and

makes them smile as well.
The basic plot of Scrambled
Feet revolves around four
unknown actors who constantly
strive to become stars. An
aspiring actor, the theme of the
play seems to say, needs more
than just talent to "make it."
Other tools are needed.
One such tool is a good agent.
Scrambled Feet takes a few funny
looks at agents, making them out
to be two-faced, insensitive and
. uncaring people.
Luck, aggressiveness and an
undying will to become a star are
more of the necessary tools.
Unfortunately, few make it to the
top. The feeling of emptiness
which occurs when an actor finds

his/her career at an end is
John Driver and Jeffrey Hadow
beautifully interpreted by the
throw the audience into hysteria.
lovely K.K. Preece and arch
Scrambled Feet is, for the most
comic Steve Liebman.
part, a barrel of laughs. Some of
One unforgettable act is a
the satire, though, went a bit too
spoof on middle-aged women
far. Sure, it wa~ funny, but some
who go to the theatre. Steve
of the skits contained sick humor
Liebman (a well-rounded in- . which added nothing to the show
dividual, shall we say) portrays
and only served to make the
the stereotypical woman who is
audience restless.
obnoxious, cheap, full of comTo become an actor, the play
palints and a devoted member Of explains, one must be willing to
the B'nai Brith. And if you think
take chances-big chances.
that's funny, imagine what fun Without the right connections,
the cast has in their imitation of one's
talent
could. go
three yentas shopping the Village!
unrecognized. Fame can be
Who is a "triple threat" to achieved, but it takes years of
show biz people? That is someone .hard work. Scrambled Feet seems.
who can dance, sing and act. to question whether or not all of
Once again those funny lines by the hard work is worth it.

label is the group The Plimsouls.
This is one group which shows
some potential. The Plimsouls
imitate the style of the musicians
of the sixties. This imitation is
very obvious; they want to be
LA's version of the Rolling
- Stones. Although their main
influence is said to be The Who,
they sound more li ke the early
Stones. The album cover even
looks very similar to the Stones'
Out oj Our Heads album.
Okay, so they sound similar to
the early Stones -and use similar
cover designs-that means they
are another ripoff group, right?
No way, Jose. With some more
refinement and some more album
experience, the Plimsouls could
. be well on their way to success.
Sixties music is coming back and
the energy and vigor shown by the
Plimsouls will be appreciated by
record buyers. Similarity does not
. mean duplication in this case.
Eventually, the only duplication
of the Stones' by the Plimsouls
may very well be a collection of
platinum and gold records.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year-round, Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, etc. All fields,
$500-$1200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing. Free information-Write: IJC, Box 52NY-17, Corona Del Mar, Ca.
92625.
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ARTS 'DF£ATUR£S ARTS 'In FEATUReS
-

~

Preview ofThe Apple Tree
On Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, April ~h, 10th, and
11th, the Departments of Speech
and Music will present the Bock
and Harnick musical, "The
Apple Tree." This team, which
created "Fiorello" and "Fiddler
on the Roof," presented "The
Apple Tree" on Broadway in
1966. Mike Nichols directed the
production with Alan AIda and
Barbara Harris playing the lead
roles.
Theatron/Stagewise production

*

stars Todd Slater, Joe Scherri,
Maria Mazzurkis, Lystra
Alexander, . Alexander Plumber,
John Minore, Pam Pertgen, and
Peter Barricella.
Professor Mimi 0'Aponte, of
the Speech Department, is
-directing. She is pleased with the
way the production is coming
along. She feels that "the cast is
very talented and very responsive. "
John Tietsort, director of last
semester's production of· "The

Dream," is serving as set designer
and producer of "The Apple
.Tree." He has created a set which
Professor 0'Aponte describes as
"wonderful. "
She also describes as "wonderful" the creativiry of musical
director, Kathy Beaver, of the
Music Department, and notes that
the production is fortunate in
having found Robert Speller, who
teaches tap dancing in the School
of Continuing Education, to be
choreographer. lana O'Keefe,

assistant director, who has taught
speech at Baruch, has been
executing the basic directing of
Act I and has been most helpful in
alleviating some of the burden on
Professor 0'Aponte.
Student Costume Designer
Charles. Lo Bello and his staff
have built all the costumes for the
show-a first in recent Theatron
history. Another student, William
Covington, is Lighting Designer.'
.
Mr. Covington has had many
years of Theatre experience.
Tickets for "The Apple Tree"
are -currently on sale in front of
the 23rd Street auditorium at
$2.50.
/,

on

to eDt Art
Display
The Annual Student Art Show
will open on April 30 in the
lobby of the 24th Street
Building. Paintings, drawings,
w at erco lo r s ,
sculpture,
ceramics,
graphics,
photography, and works in
two 'and- three dimensional
design by students in this
year's art classes will be
exhibited. All are invited to a
reception at 11:00 to open the
show.

Theatron is looking for original
manuscripts
for
workshop
productions. Anyone interested
contact: Adriane Finkelstein 2606344, Barry Scoff 859-0287.
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'260 Eleventh Aveme
btwn. 26th & 21th sta.
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THURSDAY MAY 14~ 1981
9:00 pm. - 4:00 am.
SENIORS CELEBRATE YOUR GRADUATION ! !
TICKETS SOLO FROM MARCH 23rd APRIL 13th
PRICE IlC(IJDFS:
Hara d I oeuvres
~ & CQld Buffet
Open Bar (6 fburs)

Da.-rd.rq all night

Per Pers;>n
Q£ guest per Senior

-for an aMi q.onal $28.00
KrrIRE:

Payment to he made by
JDNE,Y ~ ONLY
(J¥)n-~

CAStJU, I HJr NEAT
NO JEAN£. Pnw;E

TICl<El'S
Day S~~ts
:xHJD« S DFSK
S'l'UDENI' CENl'ER

]0:00
pm.
... . . am. - .3:30
.
EVER{

•

~

SALE AT:
Ev~ Students
_
R>BIN S Cft'D::B
Rcxm 527 26th Street 81i 1 dj n;

. 4:00
pm. - 7:00
.

pm.
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STATESMEN HAVE POTENTIAL·

by Thomas Schwarz
"Super potential" is the term
used by Coach Engel to describe
the 1981 Baruch baseball team.
After three straight' years. of
coaching baseball, the coach has
finally put together a team he can
call his own. "When a coach
takes over any kind of team, he
gives himsel f five years to rebuild
that team into the way he wants
it. I've been . lucky-it has only
taken three, ' , explains Coach
Engel.
This is a completely new team
with the roster being dominated
by freshmen and sophomores.
"Y oung yet very promising,"
the coach points out.
He sees many bright spots for
the upcoming season. The offensive punch, which was lacking
last year, should materialize along
with an improved defense.
"The biggest factor in college
baseball is pitching," said Coach
Engel, and he hopes he's proven
correct this season. With the
return of tested veterans John
"Mr. Captain" Krochak, Tom
Meola, and Tom "Tough Guy"
Moore, plus the additions of Jeff
Delgado, Luis Vargas, and Alan
Grunbaum, this gives the coach
six strong arms to work with.

To handle these gifted pitchers,
the team has Darryl Donaldson
and Robert Scagnelli-"being
blessed with two catchers who can
do the job." says Coach Engel.
The infield will consist of Barry

Pasternack (assistant captain) at
first, Jay "J.J." Carrasquillo at
second, Moore at third, and Steve
Belnavis trying to fill the shoes of
last year's All-Star shortstop
Monte Jimenez. Freshman Greg

~~SPORTS
by Peter T. Barricella

...

For the past five years that I've
been attending Baruch College, I
wanted a column of rny.very own.
I've been writing for the
respective
newspapers
the
Reporter and Ticker since I was a
freshman. I was Sports Editor for
both the Reporter newspaper and
W.B.M.B. Radio station, simply
because I was the only one to
write sports for both these
Communications. The Ticker
however, has the pretty and
talented Pamela Smith as its able
Sports Editor. So now after five
long years I'm finally able to have
my very own column, and now
I'rn graduaring,
Well; at least I have until June
to write my column. Who knows
maybe I'll sign up for the ten year
plan at Baruch. If not, someone
will nevertheless take over the
column come September.
The column will be all about
sports and henceforth shall be
appropriately labeled "Sports
Stuff." It will entail either one
item or little pieces on Baruch
sports.
So hence, I. give you "Sports
Stuff" !
The Intramural and Recreation
Department is growing bigger and
bigger every semester at Baruch.
Tom Cracovia has been the
director of the program since its
rebirth five years ago. This man

PHOTO BY FRANK KUCIJA

Ceach H. Engel optimistic about IIpcoming season

never ceases to amaze this
reporter, with his continuous
excellent work. The program now
has a numerous am ount of
events, and all Baruchians, if they
haven't already, should participate in this wide range of
extracurricular activities.
Volleyball Tournament Not Over
The Volleyball Tournament
started over a month ago, and it' s
finally winding its way down.
In the three way finals PHI
KAPPA THETA finished third.
The Unknowns and Feedback will
battle it out for the championship
April 4th.
Foul Shooting Up In The Air
The Foul Shooting contest is
still open for anyone to join. So
far, Joe Fagan has made 13 out of
15 for an .82 percentage. Keith
Cheeks (no relation to Maurice
Cheeks of Philadelphia 76ers)
Carlos Quinones and Lesly B.
Prosper all shot 12 for 15 from
the line for a percentage of .800.
Club-A-Tug
Any club interested in participating in the Club Tug-OsWar
scheduled for April 9th should
contact Tom Cracovia. The
Intramural and Recreation office
is located in Room 610A in the
23rd Street building or call 7257197. The maximum weight in the
Tug-O-War is 1500 lbs., and there
must be a minimum of three girls.

Ortiz is designated to start at third
base when Moore is on the
mound. Adding depth to the
infield is Gerald Gorman, Willie
Davila,. Alan Grunbaum and
David Hurr, who is also team
manager.

STUFF"

; The best word to describe the
'Baruch outfield is '~Fast."·With
speed demons Willie Toro, Jesus
Martinez, and Jose Bravo.
roaming the outfield, not many
fly balls hit out there will fall for
. basehits this year. Though
specific positions haven't been
assigned, chances are Toro and
his super arm will be in rightfield,
with Martinez in center and Bravo
playing leftfield. Backup outfielders include Stewart Chakiry,
Cliff Marshall, Doug Bianco,
Wally Bishop, and Dwight
Delvalle, tile last three being all
promising Freshmen.
The season begins with the
Statesmen playing away at St.
Thomas Aquinas on March 28 at
noon. The first home game will be
on April 3 against Queens at
Henry Kuphal Stadium, located
between Hillside A venue and
Union Turnpike and Winchester
Blvd. in Queens Village. Game
time will be 3 P.M.
"This team has the greatest
potential since 1978," . emphasized Coach Engel. "This is
the NEW Baruch Statesmen, . .
with a brand new. confident
feeling and a brand new
outlook. "

Men's Paddleball
The men '5 paddleball competition was very close. Not
victories but points separated
these men who played in the
contest. The tabulations were
finally decided by differences
between points scored and points
given up. Fred Samuel emerged
champ, finishing with + 11,
Carlos Gautier finished with + 4
and Jose Gonzalez placed third at
-15.

Swimming Makes A Big Splash!
Garfield Dillworth sprinted to
On March Sth, the Intramural
victory in the lOO-yd. dash in 13.4
swimming competition was held.
seconds. Sidney Phillips dashed
In the 100 y~d Free Style, Robert
around the track in 29.5 seconds
Huff stroked his way home in a- to win the 220 yard dash. Don
time of one ·minute, elevent
Paris broke the tape first in the
880 yard run in 2 minutes, 24.4
seconds. David Hartford pushed
his way home in first in the 40
seconds. Jacob Bonitto crossed
yard Breast Stroke in 26.4
the finish line first in both the 440
seconds. Tony Kirk flapped his
and the mile in 1 minute and 18
arms to victory in the Butterfly in
seconds and 5 minutes and 51.8
seconds, respectively.
22 seconds. In the backstroke.
Eddie Figueroa had the best time
for the men, finishing in 22.5
seconds, and Janet Timlin turned
in the best time for the women,
finishing in 32.2 seconds. The
best time for the 40 yard Free
Style was turned in by Tony Kirk
in 20.8 seconds, and the top
finisher for the women was Nora
Sullivan at 23.5 seconds. The 160
yard Individual Medley was won
by Eddie Figueroa in 2 minutes.
Nora Sullivan won the Individual
Medley for the women in 2
minutes and 15 seconds. Maximo
Lopez, Eddie Figueroa, Janet
Timlin and Tony Kirk combined
for the best time (2 minutes, 13.5
seconds) in the Medley relay.
The same four people won the
Free Style relay in 2 minutes and
36 seconds.
Runners Take Your Mark .
On March 26, the indoor track
tournament Wa5 held in· the
Armory on Lexington Avenue
between 25th and 26th Streets.
Intramural Collage tlepieted on sixth
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